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Data Scientists work profile
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1991

Lawyer, C.L. Oil & Gas Journal, 4 November 1991

Based on “Time spent on Data Science”, O’Reilly 2016
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Multi client seismic management
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Field & Interim products
**Multiclient complications**

What are they getting?
- Prestack (options)
- Stack
- Migration
- Velocities
- ...

All need cutting to correct coordinates

**Historic**
- Manual handling
- Manual intervention

**Now**
- Automatic
- Parallel processing
The impact

Then

OOPS!

Faster – Cheaper – Better
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Conclusions

• Managing and delivering data to users, in standard formats actually works and reduces time and effort required to find and use data effectively

• Using video data held within a remote environment is easy – just like using YouTube.

• Delivering from the “cloud” can be done, even for very bulky data

• Cheaper – better – faster
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